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Who is Erika Lust? 
Erika Lust is an award-winning filmmaker and 
producer of indie adult cinema. Our company 

websites provide a place for people seeking an 
alternative to mainstream pornography based 

on ethical productions and female gaze erotica. 
Customers can experience our content and 
purchase our products in an absolutely safe 

environment with secure payment processes, 
a responsive and reliable customer service and 

respect for sensitive data. 

For more information about our company’s 
brand visit our about page and see what the 

media is saying about us. 

Our Affiliate Options

Crowd-sourced indie 
adult cinema by 

Erika Lust and guest 
directors based on the 

public’s anonymous 
sexual fantasies

Welcome, Affiliates! 
Thank you so much for your interest in 

cooperating with Erika Lust Films. 
Here is everything you need to know about how to monetize your website 

traffic with Erika Lust Films. If you have any further questions, please do not 
hesitate to contact our affiliates manager at affiliate@erikalustfilms.com

Cinematic, plot 
driven feature-length 

films and series by 
Erika Lust and adult 
filmmakers in the US

An online cinema of 
sensual and 

erotic movies for those 
seeking less explicit 

content

SIGN UPSIGN UPSIGN UP

A selection of carefully 
curated adult films 

from around the 
world available to buy, 

download or stream 
straight from the store

SIGN UP
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How much can you profit from 
our collaboration?

YOU GET 50%
commissions for each user that generates 

from your website! 

Register for free here. You will have 
access to all available banners and 
information about XConfessions, 
EroticFilms and LustCinema.

Display the banners in a visible 
location on your website to 
entice your users to click.

If those users purchase 
something on our websites you 
will receive the corresponding 
commission in your account.

Cookie duration  
The duration of the cookie is 
set to 45 days. This means, if 
a user comes to our site via 
an affiliate link and purchases 
something within 45 days, the 
affiliate who referred the user 
will receive commission for it.

How do we know 
that the user comes 
from your page?  
The banners are generated 
with a particular ID for each 
affiliate. Our system thereby 
registers the origins of users 
who come from affiliated pages, 
indicating the page of origin 
and the date of registration.

What sort of 
websites is the 
affiliate program 
for? 
All websites are welcome to 
join the Erika Lust affiliate 
program. 

How much does it 
cost to become an 
Erika Lust affiliate?  
Not a single cent. Becoming an 
affiliate is totally free. There are 
no enrollment fees, and there 
are no transaction fees when 
you receive your commissions.

Does the banner 
installation require 
advanced web 
design knowledge? 
No. Adding the banners is very 
simple and they are all pre-
designed by us, ready to be 
uploaded to your website. You 
only have to copy the banner 
code from the affiliate control 
panel and paste it into the 
available publishing space on 
your page.

How do you receive the money?

Choose the pre-designed 
banners that you like best 
for your website. 

http://media.erikalust.com
https://erikalust.com/affiliates/

